INNOVATION AND
THE ENVIRONMENT
Our primary obligation is to improve patient care
by bringing innovative devices to healthcare
professionals. As we go about this process, we
are obliged to act responsibly towards the planet
on which we all live.

OUR PLASTICS AND PRODUCT STRATEGY
FROM THE SHORT-TERM AND BEYOND
From raw material extractions to disposal, we recognise that the choices we make for the life cycle
of our products affect not only our own operations, but also those of our suppliers and customers.
With this in mind, we strive to minimise the impact our products have on the environment. Whenever
possible, we contribute to the circular economy by, for example, prolonging the lifetime of materials,
offering upgrades, and recycling. Our plastic and product strategy focuses on the areas where we
believe we can make a difference in product design, production, and end-of-use.

DESIGN

SHORT TO
MEDIUM TERM

LONG TERM

Reduce material use

Use more sustainable
materials

Eliminate use of PVC

Design for recycling

Operation Clean Sweep

PRODUCTION

A program that prevents pellet loss

Reduce unnecessary items
in product packs

Waste to be reused
or recycled

Plastic Bank®

A social enterprise that
builds recycling ecosystems

END-OF-USE

Take-back with incineration &
energy recovery (US & IT)
Take-back with recycling (DE)

Recycling at scale

CARBON FOOTPRINTS
In order to compare carbon footprints, it is necessary to consider the entire life cycle of the products. Studies have mapped the
environmental impact of reusable products vs single-use products. Due to reprocessing consumption, the indication is that reusable
endoscopes are associated with the same or a higher level of material and energy consumption, CO2 emissions and resource
consumption as our single-use scopes.1

Ambu single-use
endoscopes

Reusable
endoscopes

RAW MATERIALS
Crude oil extraction

MATERIAL FORMULATION
We look for bio-based or
recycled sources of materials

RAW MATERIALS
Metal extraction

LIFE
CYCLE OF
PRODUTS

MATERIAL FORMULATION

PRODUCTION & ASSEMBLY
We continue to look for new ways to
reduce carbon emissions (e.g. solar panels
at our production plants in Malaysia)

HOSPITAL

CONSUMPTION
Zero reprocessing
and repairs

DISTRIBUTION
We encourage our
customers to order in bulk
with less frequent delivery

PRODUCTION & ASSEMBLY

DISTRIBUTION
HOSPITAL

CONSUMPTION
Reprocessing involves large quantities
of single-use materials, harmful chemicals,
energy and water and the guidelines are
complex.

REPROCESSING
PPE, water, utensils, energy

REPAIR
Transport,
energy,
spare parts

END OF LIFE
• Collection and take-back partnerships:
Energy recovery and recycling pilot projects

END OF LIFE
Landfill and incineration
without energy recovery

• Recyclable secondary packaging
• Landfill and incineration without energy recovery
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Learn more about Ambu environmental initiatives and partnerships
Ambu.com/sustainability

